<<<<Begin Mission: "Currahee" Part 1>>>> 

Sykora says:
::is in the transporter room, dressed in her comfy civvies, and carrying a rather large duffle bag::

Syrna says:
::in the transporter room with her duffle bags::

Host K`Beth says:
::waiting at the transporter console after having dismissed the transporter chief.  Looks around at the crew:: All: Everyone ready?

CNS_Enki says:
@::Wishing she could tell the officers goodbye and good luck, but understands the CO's orders to the contrary::

Owyn says:
::walks into the Transporter room carrying his Duffel::

Sykora says:
::runs her eyes over the group making sure that they have left all SF insignia behind::

D`von says:
::in the transporter room, with him bag, nods to the CO::

Host K`Beth says:
::looks at the doctor:: Owyn: Hop up on a pad, Doctor.

Sykora says:
::climbs on the PADD:: CO: Yes, ma'am.

Owyn says:
K'Beth:: sorry I’m late...some last minute things I needed to take care of. ::walks onto the pad::

Syrna says:
::gets on the transporter PADD, looks tentatively at D'von::

Sykora says:
::looks down at her right index finger::

Syrna says:
::feels naked with out her tricorder::

CNS_Enki says:
@::Sitting in the Chief of Security's office:: CSec: I'm fairly certain where to start from here.  Did you get the recording of the transmission from the Commanding Officers?

Host K`Beth says:
::sets the coordinates and a delayed beam out and then hops up onto the pad:: All: Then let's go. ::grins at the rest and waits for the timer::

Sykora says:
::spins it once before dropping her arm to her side for transport::

CSec_Katarina_Ivan says:
@CNS: Yes, right here ::taps the screen::

Host Flynn says:
Action: The five crew members disappear from the transporter pads.

CNS_Enki says:
@CSec: I think the first two things to do would be to try to locate where the transmission came from, and then determine who would have access to that area, and which would have the ability to transmit the message without us knowing about it.

Host Flynn says:
Action: The five reappear inside a smaller vessel.  It is richly appointed with carpeting, wall mounted lights simulating candles and artwork on the walls.

Owyn says:
::looks around::

Owyn says:
aloud:: wow..

D`von says:
::looks around at the vessel and wonders where the Captain just transported them to::

CSec_Katarina_Ivan says:
@::Glances at the Counselor::  CNS: Are you sure you're a counselor?  ::Grins slightly::  You would make a good Security officer

Host Flynn says:
::Approaches the group smiling, wearing his standard spacer clothing  (Han Solo Outfit)::

Sykora says:
::materializes and smiles as she distinctly recognizes Flynn's touch::

Sykora says:
::sees Flynn and grins largely::

Syrna says:
::finds the interior intriguing and then sees Flynn, eyebrow raises::

Host Flynn says:
K'Beth: Ahhh, there you are!  Glad I wasn't late eh?  ::Sweeps the CO up in a hug and kisses her passionately::

Syrna says:
::is a bit surprised at that::

D`von says:
::sees Flynn kissing the CO, almost laughs out loud::

Sykora says:
::smiles, happy for her friend but watches the rest of the crew for their reaction::

Owyn says:
::raises and eyebrow::

CNS_Enki says:
@::Smiles back:: CSec: I'm actually a scientist.

Host Flynn says:
::Sets K’Beth down and looks over the group.::  Sy:  Ah, Sykora!  ::Advances on her with his arms open::

Sykora says:
::enters his embrace and kisses him on the cheek::

Host Flynn says:
Sy: A peck on the cheek?  After all we've meant to each other?  ::Looks mockingly hurt::

CSec_Katarina_Ivan says:
@CNS: Ahhh.  I see. ::nods:: Then that will be an added aspect to our investigation

Host K`Beth says:
::watches Flynn and chuckles at the crew’s reaction to him:: All: For those of you that don't know him...this pirate is better known as Flynn.

Sykora says:
::grins:: Flynn: It is good to see you again.  ::adds more quietly::  Thank you for doing this.

CNS_Enki says:
@::Wonders if the CSec means to investigate her... and if she's a Counselor::

Host Flynn says:
::Squeezes her shoulders gently and holds out his hand to the other crewmembers in turn::

Owyn says:
:shakes his hand::

Syrna says:
::does not take Flynn's hand when he comes to her, but politely nods, as is Vulcan custom::

Host Flynn says:
ALL: Captain Chrysalis Flynn, as you well remember.  Except for this one.  ::Looks at Hunter::

CSec_Katarina_Ivan says:
@::grabs a PADD and hands it to Enki:: CNS: Well, let's get started, shall we ::One eyebrow raises::

D`von says:
::shakes his hand:: Flynn: I was getting ready to say, if you kiss me I am going home ::smiles::

Host Flynn says:
::Laughs and slaps D’von’s shoulder.::

Sykora says:
::chuckles at D'von's comment::

CNS_Enki says:
@CSec: Are there any obvious clues as to where the transmission originated from?  Someone's quarters, the Bridge, an auxillary subspace communication location?

Host Flynn says:
ALL: Shall we be about it then?

Syrna says:
::wants to chuckle at D'von's comment and decides she better try to get used to expressing emotion if they are to pretend to be romulans::

Syrna says:
::laughs::

Host Flynn says:
::Makes some strange hand motions at K’Beth as he heads down a narrow corridor::

Sykora says:
::exhales a deep breath:: Let's do it.

D`von says:
::turns and looks at Syrna, in almost shock. Then smiles::

CSec_Katarina_Ivan says:
@CNS: So far I haven't been able to determine just where it came from.  Other than the Delphyne

Sykora says:
::grins at Syrna efforts::

Sykora says:
::whisper over at K'Beth:: K'Beth: What was the hand sign?

Syrna says:
::sees D'von smiling at her and actually smiles back, then covers it up and then stops covering it up::

Host K`Beth says:
::looks at Flynn for a moment and then back to the others:: All: Well we had better get your gear stowed away.  After you? ::pulls Sykora to stay to the rear of the group::

CNS_Enki says:
@::Nods:: CSec: Then we may not be able to determine where it came from.  We can use that to our advantage, though... we have three things to work with: one, they knew the shield frequency, two they knew how to use a subspace communications panel quite well, and three, they had enough technique to cover their tracks.

Sykora says:
::does so::

Host K`Beth says:
::gestures for the group to follow Flynn::

Syrna says:
::follows along, still feeling naked without her tricorder::

D`von says:
::follows Flynn with his bag in toe::

CNS_Enki says:
@CSec: Let's send out some people to check out possibilities of where the transmission came from.

Host Flynn says:
::Leads them up a short corridor to a pressure door which is open.  Inside is a small pilot's compartment with four seats and several computers and consoles.::

CSec_Katarina_Ivan says:
@CNS: Let's get started, pick a deck

Host K`Beth says:
::leans in quietly:: Sykora: We'll just keep this ship's special features to ourselves...the other's don't need to know.

CSec_Katarina_Ivan says:
@::Leans towards Enki::

Sykora says:
::nods understanding... sort of::

CNS_Enki says:
@CSec: Let's start from the top and work down... get a team to start from the bottom and work up.  In the meantime, let's get the computer to compile a list of people matching those criteria I just mentioned.

Syrna says:
Flynn: What kind of sensors does this ship have? ::looks interested in the technology::

CSec_Katarina_Ivan says:
@CNS: On it ::taps some commands and sends out the teams::

CNS_Enki says:
@::Wonders why the CSec is leaning in towards her::

Host K`Beth says:
::bringing up the rear, chuckling:: Flynn: Better watch it Flynn, our science officer will be running this ship in no time without you...

Host Flynn says:
ALL: Points to each of the black, bucket style seats in turn::  ALL: Pilot. co-pilot, engineer, weapons officer.

Syrna says:
::wonders what she means by that::

CSec_Katarina_Ivan says:
@CNS: Counselor, if you need to use a computer console, ::points to one across the room:: That one is ready to go

Sykora says:
::walks up beside Owyn as Flynn begins to point out things.  Whispers::  Owyn: You okay?

Host Flynn says:
Syrna: I'm glad you asked my dear.  Standard sensor palettes you would be familiar with, oh the controls are a might different but I reconfigured the panels a bit to match the LCARS systems you're used to.

Owyn says:
Sykora:: ::whispers and smiles over at her::  Sykora: Yeah I’m fine...just...I dunno, I’m fine ::smiles again::

CNS_Enki says:
@::Nods thanks to the CSec:: CSec: I'll use it to input those parameters... the search would likely take a while, as the computer will have to research backgrounds, education, and training.

Syrna says:
Flynn: Interesting. Which console operates the sensors?

Host Flynn says:
INFO: The cockpit is decidedly less modern than the Del.  Many panels have multi-function displays, switches, buttons and a few dials.  The seats have a name across the back.  "Recarro"

CSec_Katarina_Ivan says:
@::Nods, then turns to her screen, fingers flying over the console, seeming to block out the whole room and anyone in it::

Sykora says:
::hopes he isn't upset about Flynn and her relationship::

Owyn says:
::slides his hand into Sykora’s::

Host Flynn says:
Syrna:  Co-pilot's seat.

Sykora says:
::smiles::

Host Flynn says:
::Spins the chair with it's five-point harness around for her to sit in it.:

Host K`Beth says:
::leans against the door jamb casually, observing the group and feeling comfortable about being back on Alice again.  Finds herself quietly patting the door frame and grins::

Host Flynn says:
ALL: Now then, let's get under way.  I understand we have a long way to go and a short time to get there.

D`von says:
::listens to Flynn as he talks about this ship, and wonders if this could be the mysterious object that appeared behind the Del that some of the crew keep taking about.::

Syrna says:
Flynn: I assume... ::hesitates a moment and then sees he means for her to sit in it, then does so::

Owyn says:
Flynn: what do you have in the way of a Sickbay?

CSec_Katarina_Ivan says:
@::a team checks in, Kat, barely looks up from her screen:: CNS: Team One reports that the bridge checks out clean

Syrna says:
::puts an ear piece in one ear, connected to an audio player that is playing romulan linguistics tapes::

CNS_Enki says:
@::Nods again:: CSec: I've finished inputting the search pattern... I don't really want to just sit here... we should be doing something.

Host Flynn says:
::Plops down into the pilot's seat and turns to his controls::  Owyn: Once we're under way I'll give you the grand tour.  I was told you'd need an operating theatre, so I did the best I could.  I myself try not to get hurt whenever possible.  ::Grins::

Syrna says:
::looks over the console and tries to make some sense of it::

Owyn says:
Flynn:: ::smiles:: Good policy

Host K`Beth says:
::can't help laughing at what Flynn said and turns away to look out the window quickly::

CSec_Katarina_Ivan says:
@::Stops and looks up at Enki:: CNS: All part of the job, Counselor.  Although, no one says that we have to stay here and wait for one of the teams to find it.

D`von says:
Flynn: Would you like the rest of us to take stations as well?

CNS_Enki says:
@CSec: I guess all work around here isn't the thrilling chases, eh?

Sykora says:
::glances at K'Beth and grins::

CSec_Katarina_Ivan says:
@::laughs softly:: CNS: No, it isn't.  If you're done with that ::indicates the console:: What say we go over and have a look for ourselves? ::moves to the locker and pulls out two tricorders and two packs.  Holds one out to Enki::

Syrna says:
::finds the controls for the sensors and tries to take a read off of them::

CNS_Enki says:
@::Feels good to be doing something and takes the tricorder:: CSec: I'll follow your lead.

Owyn says:
::looks around for a seat::

Host Flynn says:
D’von:  If you like.  Shouldn't be necessary for awhile though.  This ship is mostly automated as I seldom have a crewmate..:: glances at K'Beth and winks::  however, I replaced the seats and such when I heard you all were coming.

CSec_Katarina_Ivan says:
@CNS: Then let's go.  What deck should we take?

D`von says:
::decides that sitting is better then standing so he takes the weapons chair::

Syrna says:
D'von: Did you manage to find some non-Starfleet equipment... specifically... something like a tricorder?

CNS_Enki says:
@CSec: Let's start at the top of the Engineering hull... intuition just tells me we'll have better luck in that hull

Host K`Beth says:
Flynn: Did you receive the coordinates I gave you of Tegedaar?

CSec_Katarina_Ivan says:
@CNS: Engineering it is ::Taps her badge and informs the teams that she and Enki are joining the search.  Heads out the door::

Syrna says:
::mutters to herself about the controls being  a bit crude and rather rudimentary::

Host Flynn says:
Action: The co-pilot's console gives Syrna a mild jolt.

Host Flynn says:
:: Turns the ship into open space and accelerates, the crew feels this as the inertial dampers are not as effective as their own::

Sykora says:
::glances at K'Beth and Owyn:: Owyn/K'Beth: Well I am no help at engineering so one of you... feels the acceleration and gets week knees as her stomach flops::

Host Flynn says:
K`Beth: Yes I did.

Host K`Beth says:
::points to the empty seat next to D’von:: Sykora:: Sit down, Sy.

D`von says:
::turns to Syrna and pulls a crude device out of his pack:: Syrna: This is the best I could do in such quick notice

Sykora says:
K'Beth: No, no I will be fine... just caught me off guard is all.

Syrna says:
D'von: Thank you. I have a hard time being without one of those. May I have it?


Host K`Beth says:
Sykora: Don't argue with me...sit!  ::points to the chair and gives her a no-nonsense look::

CSec_Katarina_Ivan says:
@::Kat and Enki arrive at the Engineering hull and begin to search::

D`von says:
::hands her the device:: I barely got a chance to test it, I scanned a glass of juice in my room and it came pretty close to telling me what was in it

Sykora says:
::knows better than to argue and sits::

Host Flynn says:
::Throws a few switches and reaches down between his seat and Syrna's to grasp a throttle-like device::

Syrna says:
::feels the shock:: Flynn: Flynn? Is something wrong with your panel? It just gave off some electricity.

Host K`Beth says:
::mutters to Owyn standing next to her:: Owyn: You might want to take hold of the door frame.

D`von says:
::pulls out some communicators and starts handing them out.:: All: These will help keep us in contact, they will only work in a relatively close range, nothing like what we are used to on the Del, ::pulls out a few disrupters, and hands them to K'Beth:: I don’t know if you want to have these.

Owyn says:
::Hold the Door frame firmly::

Syrna says:
::puts the device into a pocket in her outfit::

Host Flynn says:
::Looks at the panel then at a point above D'von's head on the wall::  Syrna:  Oh, ::Chuckles:: No, no, I'm sure it was just a glitch.  I had to, as I said, rewire the panels...I'm sure it won't happen again.  ::Growls a bit::

Host Flynn says:
ALL: O.k.  Saturn here we come!  ::Grabs the handles::

CSec_Katarina_Ivan says:
@CNS: Okay, if you wanted to send an unauthorized message, where would you go?  Remember you don't want to be seen

Syrna says:
::looks questioningly at the panel:: Flynn: Alright then.

Owyn says:
::slides down to sit on the floor::

Host K`Beth says:
::looks at the disruptors for a moment and then at D'von.  Winks and solemnly takes them::

CSec_Katarina_Ivan says:
@::Watches Enki, waiting::

Syrna says:
::out loud:: Saturn? I thought we were going into Romulan space....

Host Flynn says:
::Chuckles::  Syrna: Just wanted to see if you were awake.  ::Shoves the handles forward and the ship jumps to warp::

CNS_Enki says:
@::Plays with her tricorder, searching the computer for subspace communication terminals:: CSec: There's a possibility it could be from subspace auxiliary control 2, down this hallway.  Let's look there.

Sykora says:
::Was about to say.... 'Saturn?  I thought that we were going to..' but hears the CSO voice her thoughts::

D`von says:
All: You might want to test your communicators, they came in just as we were leaving and I haven’t had a chance to even see if the will come one ::looks around to make sure everyone has one::

Host K`Beth says:
::leans against the doorframe for support as the ship leaps forward::

CSec_Katarina_Ivan says:
@::Smiles:: Self: She could be a Security officer yet

CSec_Katarina_Ivan says:
@CNS: Lead on

Sykora says:
::gets pushed back into her seat and is thankful that K'Beth made her seat down::

Owyn says:
::takes the com unit from D'von::

CNS_Enki says:
@::As she's walking:: CSec: When we scan the terminal, we should be able to look for fingerprints or DNA traces... with medical's help, we might be able to narrow down a time frame on those traces... that would help greatly.

CSec_Katarina_Ivan says:
@CNS: Good thinking. ::smiles and nods her head::

D`von says:
Flynn: I have been meaning to ask, how are we going to get into Romulan space undetected?

Host K`Beth says:
::stows the disruptors in a small compartment and takes the communicator:: ALL: We'll have time to test all of the equipment and make any repairs or modifications to them that we need to.

Host Flynn says:
::Sets the autopilot and checks a few readings::  Syrna: Syrna my luv, what contacts do you show?

Sykora says:
::rolls eyes a bit as a wave of nausea sweeps over her from the movement::

Host Flynn says:
::Turns suddenly and stares at D’von::  D’von:  UN-detected?  Oh I wish someone had told me that before we left...

D`von says:
::looks confused and worried at the same time, then looks up at K'Beth:: K'Beth: I assumed we were going in undetected?

Sykora says:
::tries to chuckle at Flynn's comment but is afraid she would lose her breakfast if she did... reaches into her duffel to get a hypo::

Syrna says:
Flynn:: I see the starbase, a few merchant ships, both Romulan and federation... I don't see very much out there.

Host K`Beth says:
:;shakes her head at Flynn and grins reassuringly at D'von:: Flynn: Captain, permission to stow my gear and get my crew squared away?

Sykora says:
::presses it into her neck and waits for it to take affect::

Host Flynn says:
Syrna:  Nor would I expect you to.  Those Romulans surely do love their cloaking devices.  All mysterious they are, a-skulking about like thieves in an alley.

D`von says:
::relaxes somewhat with the Captain’s look, but not a lot.::

CSec_Katarina_Ivan says:
@::Stops at a junction, and scans::

CNS_Enki says:
@CSec: Got something?
Syrna says:
::nods:: Flynn: Indeed.
Host Flynn says:
K’Beth: Ah, yes, the berthing arrangements...we are a bit cramped aboard so I'm afraid you'll have to share.

CSec_Katarina_Ivan says:
@CNS: Not sure, maybe a lead ::Holds the tricorder out for Enki to see:: See?  ::A blip appears:: That could be something.

Sykora says:
::starts to feel better and stands::

CNS_Enki says:
@CSec: Could be... ::Narrows the range on her tricorder:::

Host K`Beth says:
::looks thoughtful:: Flynn: Yes I assumed that....I thought that you men could bunk in the cargo hold while we took the staterooms. ::keeps a straight face::

CSec_Katarina_Ivan says:
@::Scowls:: CNS: Or it could be nothing.  What do you get?

Sykora says:
::walks up to Owyn::  Owyn: Oh this is going to be a long flight.

Owyn says:
K’Beth:: Ma'am, I figured since we are going to get court-martialed anyway I brought along all my medical equipment from Sickbay…including a medical tricorder

Sykora says:
::grins at K'Beth's comment::

Owyn says:
Sykora:: ::looks at her worriedly:: You ok?

Host Flynn says:
K`Beth: ::His ears droop::  Now lass, that is not very funny...you know how I get if I don't get a good night's rest? My tail gets simply impossible to manage and I'm all grumpy...

CNS_Enki says:
@CSec: It's some skin cells... but I'm reading far too much decay for them to be recent enough.  ::Sighs:: Nothing helpful...

CSec_Katarina_Ivan says:
@CNS: Agreed.  ::sighs:: Well, more chasing ::nods towards the next junction:: Let's move on

Host K`Beth says:
::rolls her eyes:: Flynn: Heavens forbid that you should be grumpy...I'll make certain that you have an extra pillow...how about that? ::still keeps a straight face::

Sykora says:
::takes another breath::  Owyn: Feeling the ship move like this... is making me queasy.

Host Flynn says:
::Sighs and turns back to the window::  Self:  And that is why I travel alone.

Owyn says:
Sykora:: I believe Terran sailors would call it sea sickness....I’m sure I can give you something for it

Syrna says:
::keeps an eye out there for ships::

Sykora says:
::shakes her head:: Owyn: I just took something.

Host Flynn says:
::Reaches over and flips a larger, covered, switch::  ALL: Cloak engaged.  Now we have a nice, quiet ride to that little planet of yours.

Owyn says:
Sykora:: Alright, well if it persists come see me ok?

Syrna says:
::is surprised:: Flynn: You have a cloak?

Host Flynn says:
::Swings the ship around 120 degrees and increases the speed::

Host K`Beth says:
::chuckles and picks up her duffel bag:: All: Well you can choose which staterooms you want.  ::looks at Flynn and grins:: I'm going to stow my gear.

Sykora says:
::closes her eyes as she feels the increase in speed::

Host Flynn says:
Syrna:  Aye lass, and in about ten hours you'll be thanking your lucky stars that I do.  Even if I'm to be relegated to the cargo hold.  ::Sounds hurt::

D`von says:
Flynn: I have been meaning to ask you something especially about that cloak, back when you left the Del, some of the crew keep talking about a strange little ship that appeared out side the Del.  They said they could see it out there windows, yet it never showed up on our sensor, do you know anything about that?

Syrna says:
Flynn: Assuredly I am thanking "The Other" for that right now.

Host Flynn says:
D’von: Why no Lieutenant, I have no idea.  Strange thing that.  ::Winks::

D`von says:
::smiles::  Flynn: I guess it is just the Del’s own Loch ness Mystery

Host Flynn says:
@<Sec Team 2> *CNS / CSec*: Sirs?  Uh, we've found something.  You're going to want to take a look at this.  ::Sounds ill::

Host Flynn says:
<<<<Pause Mission>>>>

